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Purity Headwear
We feel passionately that losing
your hair needn’t mean losing
your sense of style. Our versatile
Purity
headwear
collection
has been created specifically
for women living with hair
loss and consists of a range of
timeless, elegant and classically
feminine designs that will make
you look and feel fabulous! So,
whether you need an easy-towear everyday piece for work, an
elegant scarf for a night at the
opera, or a knockout hat for a
wedding, we are sure to have a
solution to help you rediscover
the former stylish, confident you!

Our spring/summer collection
has been created from a range
of carefully selected natural
fibres to provide a headwear
collection that is light, cool and
effortlessly elegant. From silkysoft cottons in gentle spring
shades, to delicate bamboo
fibres in bright summer hues,
every piece in our range has
been designed with comfort
in mind and are suitable for
everyday use, as well as for
wearing on those special
occasions.
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Sun Wear
collection

Our sun wear range
is made from entirely
natural,
breathable
materials like natural light
linen fabrics along with
softest cotton. This makes
them incredibly light
and comfortable to wear,
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while the soft materials
inside, ensures that your
skin stays cool, even on the
hottest days of the year.
We’ve
designed
each
piece of the collection
with spring and summer
in mind, with soft colours
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Bamboo
collection

The Purity bamboo collection
is perfect for the woman
who has sensitive skin and
designed for extra comfort.
Our bamboo models have
antiperspirant
properties
that make them five times
more absorbent than cotton,
allowing sensitive skin to
breathe more easily.

The natural, bamboo fibres
mean they are extremely
comfortable to wear and silky
smooth to touch and they
are also the perfect choice for
anyone with allergies or skin
conditions.
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Silkyline
collection

Silky line from Purity headwear
is made from softest most
elegant fabrics, with special
qualities, giving you that silky
soft feel, at the same time
keeping you warm and comfy.
Suitable
for
daily
use
throughout the year, and
available in a choice of popular
colours and modern patterns,

our superb silky line collection
can be matched with any
type of outfit, whether out
and about in town, dressing
for the office, walking the dog,
or enjoying a night out with
friends at the weekend.
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